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EMBRACING
DISRUPTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

Sembcorp Marine collaborates with
leading research organisations in
exploring, refining and applying
disruptive technologies to achieve
solutions that are smarter, safer,
more efficient and more costeffective. The Group views
disruptive technologies as enablers
that will transform the way it
operates, competes and leads in
the industry.
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Sembcorp Marine
Tuas Boulevard Yard
is a “living lab” for
test-bedding disruptive
applications
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SUSTAINING COMPETITIVENESS

Sembcorp Marine’s sustainable growth rests on its ability
to create long-term value for stakeholders. The Group
stays competitive by focusing on three important areas:
Innovation and Solutions Development; Value Chain
Management; and Customer Alignment.

INNOVATION AND SOLUTIONS DEVELOPMENT
Sembcorp Marine is committed to continuous innovation,
development of solutions, environmental preservation and
long-term business growth.
The Group adopts responsible business practices and
provides innovative solutions to help business and
community partners achieve the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. Anchored in robust core values, a strong
innovation culture as well as disciplined technology research
and engineering development capabilities, the Group offers
cost-effective, safe and environmentally-friendly solutions
with the aim of transforming the industry and enabling
customers to stay ahead of the competition.

Sustainable Products
Sembcorp Marine’s pipeline of strategic technology research
and solution development programmes have led to a suite of
safer, smarter and more superior products that also provide
more environmentally-friendly solutions for customers, the
industry and the community.
Towards a Low Carbon Economy
Gas Value Chain Solutions
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is an environmentally-friendly
fuel. In an effort to accelerate its adoption, Sembcorp Marine
has developed an extensive portfolio of technology to offer
cost-effective and innovative gas value chain solutions.
The Group has a proven expertise and track record in
delivering offshore fixed platforms for gas exploration and
production. This is further supplemented by Sembcorp
Marine’s access to gas processing technology, which
provides a key strategic advantage for the Group in offering

Sembcorp Marine’s innovation approach is built upon
three pillars – researching emerging technologies and new
opportunities; development of talent, products, systems and
processes; and collaboration with innovators, institutions and
the industry.
In embracing the low carbon economy vision, Sembcorp
Marine has invested in various gas technologies and
introduced a full suite of solutions to meet the growing
demand for natural gas, which is seen as a viable intermediate
solution towards clean and renewable energy sources.
Non-gas technologies, such as fuel cells and renewables,
represent longer-term solutions the Group is researching and
developing, which will contribute towards the realisation of a
low-carbon footprint in the future.

Sembcorp Marine’s support of the high-pressure, high-temperature
gas and condensate development in the Culzean field includes the
engineering, procurement and construction of three fixed platform
topsides, and construction of a floating storage and offloading vessel
as well as a jack-up rig

New digital technologies can bring about transformational
improvement to the productivity, safety and sustainability of
processes and solutions by enabling significant advances in
engineering design, operational control and yard security.
In this regard, Sembcorp Marine’s flagship Tuas Boulevard
Yard – a new-generation, smart and sustainable facility – is
actively leveraged as a living lab to test-bed various new
technology applications, such as the use of solar energy
coupled with digital management and control solutions, for
future implementation.

Artist’s impression of the Sembcorp Marine-designed compressed gas
liquid carrier
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an extended range of solutions for floaters as well as harshenvironment fixed platforms for ultra-high-pressure, hightemperature gas condensate field development.
For offshore gas terminals, the Group’s innovative and
cost-effective Gravifloat solutions have opened up new
opportunities for terminal development projects around the
world.
Boosted by proprietary assets from Sembcorp Marine
subsidiary LMG Marin, the Group offers LNG vessel solutions,
including bunkering vessels, gas fuel tugs, and compressed
gas liquid (CGL) carriers.
Sembcorp Marine has expanded its capacity and capability
into the construction of gas-powered, next-generation
vessels, such as the world’s largest semi-submersible crane
vessel constructed for Heerema, which is currently nearing
completion. The Group has also maintained its lead as the top
LNG repair yard in the world, with 34 LNG vessels repaired
and upgraded in 2017.

Sembcorp Marine is a world leader in LNG vessel repairs and upgrades

Safeguarding the Oceans
Safe and Efficient Floaters for Harsh-Environment Operations
Sembcorp Marine aspires to ensure that its solutions contribute
to safe operations. The Group’s offshore and marine solutions
are deployed extensively worldwide – from nearshore to deep
waters and across oceans.
The floating storage and offloading vessel (FSO) Ailsa is a full
turnkey newbuilding project constructed in compliance with
MARPOL regulations. A proprietary design of LMG Marin, it is
equipped with superior safety features for harsh-environment
operation, such as a bow with side wave barrier protection
and a strong hull that resists flexing better. The vessel’s
cost-effective yet capable characteristics lie in its design and
construction for 25 years’ continuous operation in harsh wave
conditions without the need to dry dock for maintenance,
as well as its 40-year hull lifespan with excellent coating for
corrosion allowance.
The FSO Ailsa is an example of the Group’s ability to deliver
innovative integrated solutions for complex and challenging
locations, such as the Culzean field in the North Sea.
Mitigating Bio-Invasions at Sea
To help customers meet the new International Maritime
Organization (IMO) Ballast Water Management Convention
requirement, Sembcorp Marine has developed the Semb-Eco
LUV Ballast Water Management System (BWMS). Equipped with
ultra-violet and patented bio-fouling technology, it mitigates
the risk of invasive aquatic species even in turbid or highly
challenging tropical waters. The BWMS has full IMO and US
Coast Guard Alternate Management System certifications for
global vessel operations. The Semb-Eco LUV BWMS won the
Outstanding Maritime R&D and Technology Award at the 2017
Singapore International Maritime Awards for its innovation,
environmental-friendliness and market-readiness.

Making progress on Sleipnir, the world’s biggest and first dual-fuel (LNG and MGO) semi-submersible crane vessel built for Heerema
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Another milestone achieved with the Ballast Water Management System development: Successfully completed US Coast Guard shipboard tests

Sembcorp Marine’s Semb-Eco LUV Ballast Water Management System
won the Outstanding Maritime Research and Development (R&D) and
Technology Award at the 2017 Singapore International Maritime Awards

ElMag installations onboard a tanker fleet operating in the
environmentally-sensitive US Alaskan region

Chemical-Free Corrosion Control
The ElMag system is a non-chemical corrosion control
solution, based on a proprietary ultra-low frequency
treatment that replaces conventional chemical-based coating
to form a protective magnetite film around steel structures or
parts. This solution does not release any chemicals into
the ocean.

Sailing into Arctic Frontiers
The opening of sea routes in the Arctic, traditionally
untouched due to extremely harsh conditions, has enabled
more ships to access the region and tap into its vast natural
resources as well as venture into remote areas for cruise
ship tourism.

Sembcorp Marine has successfully installed the ElMag system
on vessels operating in the environmentally-sensitive US
Alaskan region. The system especially complements ships
with water-cooled stern tube shaft to effectively prevent oil
and chemicals from polluting the ocean.

Leveraging the Group’s engineering, procurement,
construction and commissioning capabilities, proven oil
and gas solutions and market leadership in cruise vessel
repairs and upgrades, Sembcorp Marine has expanded its
solutions for safe, reliable and sustainable deployment into
environmentally-fragile arctic frontiers. The Group offers
ice-class vessel solutions for energy facilities, expeditions,
scientific research and transportation.
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Smart and Sustainable Yard
Sembcorp Marine’s flagship Tuas Boulevard Yard is host
to a broad spectrum of offshore and marine construction,
repair and upgrade activities. It is equipped with bigger
and deeper docks for the new generation of vessels;
automated production facilities; and advanced environmental
management features. As a living lab, the yard collaborates
with various technology partners to test-bed innovative
processes, advanced equipment and new technologies.
Such endeavours strengthen the Group’s operations and
capabilities in developing and delivering new products and
solutions for sustainable growth.
Smart Manufacturing
Sembcorp Marine and DNV GL, together with technology
collaborators Nanyang Technological University and the
Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech),
have started two Additive Manufacturing (3-D printing)
projects, supported by R&D grants from the National Additive
Manufacturing Innovation Cluster (NAMIC). Joint industry
projects such as these enable Sembcorp Marine and its
partners to establish marine industry standards for process
control and acceptance, and to validate implementation
feasibility of 3-D printing in fabricating parts for ship repairs
and newbuild constructions. These pioneering research
projects will pave the way for future development of additive
manufacturing techniques within the offshore and marine
sector to achieve faster turn-around and wastage reduction
during manufacturing. Sembcorp Marine will test-bed these
projects, in addition to drone and digital twin technologies,
at the Tuas Boulevard Yard. In supporting these projects,
the yard augments its role as a living lab for incubating and
verifying disruptive applications for the offshore and marine
sector.

A 3-D laser-printed marine component can drastically cut resource wastage,
reduce lead-time and provide design flexibility for repair and newbuilding
parts

Renewable Energy and Digital Technology
Technologies supporting renewable energy development are
advancing rapidly and becoming economically more viable.
Sembcorp Marine is committed to expanding the use of these
sustainable energy sources.
Sembcorp Marine is partnering with the SP Group to develop
a digital energy-saving system, which involves installing
Singapore’s single largest solar farm at the Tuas Boulevard
Yard and an integrated digital system for harnessing and
channeling solar energy into the yard’s Energy Management
System. The system will also feature energy storage
capabilities, energy sensors and a real-time digital platform
to optimise energy usage throughout the yard. When
completed, the digital energy-saving system will effectively
reduce the reliance of the yard’s steel fabrication facility on
the national electricity grid by up to 30% at peak load.
The success of the digital energy-saving system will facilitate
wider adoption of a more reliable and efficient system for
harnessing solar energy at Tuas Boulevard Yard.

Exploring collaboration opportunities with research partners at Sembcorp
Marine Tuas Boulevard Yard’s extensively automated steel fabrication
facility

Working with Partners to Drive Industry Technology
Development
The Sembcorp Marine Living Lab at Tuas Boulevard
Yard provides collaboration opportunities for academic
institutions, industry and innovation partners to accelerate the
realisation of innovative ideas and translating research results
into applications and solutions. This platform provides for the
test-bedding of emerging technologies and new products
in real and operational-scale yard operations and product
environment.
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Collaborations in 2017

Development of disruptive applications in Additive Manufacturing,
Drone and Digital Twin technologies with DNV GL, SIMTech and NAMIC

A joint collaboration with SP Group to develop and integrate a Digital
Energy-saving System for harnessing solar energy at Sembcorp Marine
Tuas Boulevard Yard

Sembcorp Marine provides sponsorship support to the Singapore
University of Technology and Design’s Capstone Final Year Project for
students to develop an autonomous vessel prototype

Research and development of green shipping technologies with
A*STAR’s Institute of High Performance Computing and University of
Glasgow

Product Excellence
Sembcorp Marine adopts a risk-based approach to product
development and ensures its products are fully compliant with
rules and standards from the IMO, International Organization
for Standardization (ISO) and marine classification societies.
Vessels and offshore platforms delivered by the Group meet
stringent international standards of safety, health, security,
environment and quality applicable to the intended location
and scope of operation. These standards include IMO’s
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships (MARPOL), the International Convention for the Safety of
Life at Sea (SOLAS), as well as the Code for Construction and
Equipment of Mobile Offshore Drilling Units (MODU Code).
The vessels and offshore platforms also comply with strict
statutory requirements, such as US Coast Guard Regulations,
Brazilian Regulatory Standards, UK HSE requirements,
Norwegian Maritime Authority Regulations, as well as

regulations from Petroleum Safety Authority Norway and the
Norwegian NORSOK standards.
All Sembcorp Marine products undergo strict risk and
safety assessments during the design and construction
phases, executed in consultation with customers and
industry specialists. These phases utilise globally-developed
instruments, such as Hazard Identification (HAZID) and
Hazard & Operability (HAZOP) studies, to identify, manage
and eliminate safety, environmental and operational risks
at the earliest practicable stage. Sembcorp Marine project
teams work closely with customers and stakeholders to
assess product design, as well as identify and propose safety
or cost-based improvements. Product-related technical and
operational safety manuals, including instructions on health,
safety and environment signage, safety data sheets as well
as vessel operation manuals, are audited and approved by
statutory regulators and classification societies.
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SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

SEMBCORP MARINE PROCUREMENT AND OUTSOURCING RESOURCES COMMITTEE
Responsible Supply Chain Management Framework

WATER
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

CLIMATE
CHANGE
INITIATIVE

AIR QUALITY
MANAGEMENT

MATERIAL
MANAGEMENT

Reduce or
eliminate the
use of harmful
chemical
substances to
protect vital water
sources

Adopt energysaving equipment
and devices

Use of ozonecompatible
materials and
refrigerants

Encourage the
use of vendors
and technologies
with sustainable
practices

Procure from
sustainable
sources, control
wastage and
dispose of waste
responsibly

MANAGING THE VALUE CHAIN
Effective value chain management is essential for business
sustainability and customer satisfaction. Value inputs are
proactively managed across Sembcorp Marine’s project life
cycle processes – from design, engineering, procurement,
construction and commissioning through to delivery –
to fulfil customers’ specifications, delivery timelines and
budgets. Beyond project fulfilment, the Group aims to
exceed customers’ expectations towards its practices in
managing quality, health, safety and environment as well as
business performance.
Details on the material topic impacts and the Group’s level of
influence in these impacts across its value chain can be found
on pages 112 - 113.
Supply Chain Management
The Group focuses on creating value, harnessing synergies
and leveraging economies of scale across its supply chain to
enhance its competitive edge.

Overseeing the supply chain management function, the
Head of Supply Chain and his team develop and implement
supply chain management strategies to ensure suppliers
provide timely delivery of products and services; comply with
quality, safety, environmental standards; as well as align with
the Group’s Code of Business Conduct and sustainability
requirements. The Head of Supply Chain chairs the Sembcorp
Marine Procurement and Outsourcing Resources Committee
(SPORC), which focuses on supply chain sustainability and
risk management best practices.
As the deliverables of the Group’s suppliers may impact
delivery and production schedules, effective material
management processes ensure that vendors’ products,
materials and services meet high standards of quality, safety,
environmental management and business performance.
A vital part of Sembcorp Marine’s supply chain value
management is the due diligence processes for identifying
and assessing critical vendors, and managing these processes
through close monitoring and periodic evaluations. Critical
vendors include those providing crucial materials, equipment,
components and services that may significantly influence
project deliveries.
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OUR VALUE CREATION

OUR FOUR KEY CAPABILITIES
Suppliers
Rigs & Floaters

Repairs & Upgrades

• Turnkey design,
engineering,
procurement,
construction and
commissioning of
offshore newbuildings
and conversions
• FSOs, FPSOs, FDPSOs,
FPUs and MOPUs
• Gas terminals, FLNGs,
FSRUs
• Jack-ups, semisubmersibles, drillships
• SSP solutions, TLPs and
SPARs

• Repair, refurbishment,
retrofitting, lifeextension, upgrading
and conversion of
vessels, marine and
offshore structures
• Specialised projects,
including jumboisation
and dejumboisation
• Gas carriers (LNG and
LPG)
• Cruise ships, ferries and
mega-yachts
• Floating production
vessels, MODUs
• Tankers, container ships
and cargo ships

Offshore Platforms

Specialised Shipbuilding

• Turnkey engineering,
procurement,
construction,
transportation,
installation, offshore
hook-up and
commissioning
solutions
• Offshore platforms
–– Integrated process
–– Production, riser and
drilling
–– Wellhead, power
generation, manifold
and accommodation
platforms
• Topside modules
fabrication, installation
and integration
• Wind-farm substations

• Design and building
of sophisticated and
specalised vessels
• Gas value chain vessels
(CGL, LNG and LPG)
• Ferry, Ropax and cruise
vessels
• Renewable energy
support vessels
• Offshore support vessels
(heavy-lift, pipe-lay and
accommodation)
• Naval support and
security vessels
• Research and scientific
survey vessels

For more details on:
• Sembcorp Marine’s value chain management – visit
www.sembmarine.com/sustainability/value-chainmanagement
• Material topics and management approaches – see
Approach to Sustainability section on pages 68 - 70
• Risk management and mitigation measures – see Risk
Management section on pages 98 - 103

• Raw Materials
–– Metals – mainly steel plates and pipes
–– Wood, plastics, cables and wire
• Equipment & Parts
–– Engine room machinery
–– Process equipment
–– Drilling packages
–– Software, sensors and systems machinery
–– Yard infrastructure and maintenance
• Chemicals & Gas
–– Paint for anti-fouling and corrosion protection
–– Bulk gases for production
–– Chemicals for process operation and treatment

Design & Engineering

Procurement

• Products & Solutions
Development
• Process Engineering
• Simulation & Testing

• Raw Materials
• Equipment & Parts
• Services & Manpower

Production

Quality & Safety
Validation

• Business Units
• Integrated Yard
• Project Management

Transportation &
Delivery
• Towing Solutions
• Heavy Lifting
• Logistics

• Quality Assurance
• Compliance Checks

Product In Use
• Product Training &
Documentation
• After-sales Support
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Specialist Service Providers

Labour Providers

•
•
•
•

• In-house Manpower
• Sub-contract Labour
• Supplier Service Team

Design Houses and Technical Consultants
Inspection, Test and Commissioning Agencies
Certification Societies
Waste Management Services

Significant Material Impacts

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Integrity
Innovation and Solutions Development
Customer Alignment
Environmental Sustainability
Human Capital
Total Workplace Safety and Health
(Contractors, Suppliers)

Where Impacts Occur / Ability to Influence

Within Sembcorp Marine, there is a high level of
influence on the material impacts during this phase.
There are various management systems and risk
mitigation practices in place during design, engineering
and procurement to ensure quality, safety, environment
and performance standards.

Business Integrity
Innovation and Solutions Development
Customer Alignment
Environmental Sustainability
Human Capital
Total Workplace Safety and Health
(Customers, Employees, Contractors, Suppliers)
• Community Engagement

There is a high level of involvement by the Group to
manage impacts relating to quality, workplace safety and
health, environmental sustainability as well as
compliance with customers’ location-specific operating
requirements. Risk mitigation measures ensure projects
are completed safely, on time and within budget. Some
external impacts are managed at this stage, for example,
labour market and community engagement.

•
•
•
•

There continues to be a strong focus in managing
customer relationships and fulfilling their delivery
requirements. Influence of the Group is reasonably high
regarding material topic impacts. Management systems
and risk mitigation measures are in place to control
product-related impacts, such as safety and emissions.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Integrity
Customer Alignment
Environmental Sustainability
Total Workplace Safety and Health (Customers)
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Sustainable and Responsible Supply Chain Practices
Sembcorp Marine embeds sustainability practices across its
value chain, operations and the lifecycle phases of its products
and solutions, so as to minimise environmental, social and
economic impacts.
Sembcorp Marine manages its operational impacts through
sustainable resource and material management as well as
responsible procurement. For example, the Group adopts
energy-saving equipment and devices; controls wastage and
disposes of wastes responsibly through licensed vendors;
and uses environmentally-friendly paints and coatings in its
operations.
To protect the environment and marine ecosystem and help
mitigate climate change, Sembcorp Marine avoids products
containing harmful chemical substances. In compliance
with environmental and public health requirements by IMO,
Montreal Protocol provisions and Singapore’s National
Environment Agency, the Group does not procure materials,
parts, equipment or products containing asbestos and
ozone-depleting substances such as chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) and halon.
The Group also practises ethical sourcing and makes every
effort to prevent conflict minerals from entering its supply
chain. Conflict minerals are defined as tin, tantalum, tungsten
and gold originating from conflict-affected or high-risk areas.
The mining and sale of these minerals are often exploited
by armed groups perpetuating forced labour, human
rights abuses and violence to further unethical and divisive
objectives.
Sembcorp Marine has various due diligence and internal
control processes in place to ensure that its suppliers are
socially responsible and practise both sustainable and ethical
sourcing.

As part of the Group’s supply chain vendor selection
framework, suppliers are subject to qualification and are
required to commit to Sembcorp Marine’s Code of Business
Conduct and sustainability standards. To be in the Group’s
Approved Vendors List, suppliers undergo a selection
process that has integrated sustainability considerations
into the qualification criteria. In addition to quality, reliability
and performance considerations, the purchase contracts
include clauses on sustainable supply chain practices such
as anti-corruption, conduct of business, health, safety and
environment sustainability and conflict minerals.
Vendor selections are conducted in a transparent manner.
Bidders are treated fairly and evaluated based on merit and
objective criteria. Companies involved in the bidding are to
observe fair competition regulations and codes of conduct
during the tendering process.
The Group’s sustainability requirements are integrated into the
terms and conditions of a tender contract. As a pre-requisite
for vendor qualification and selection, vendors must declare
that they and their supply chain partners uphold socially
responsible practices, such as not using prohibited substances
and conflict minerals.
Vendors are expected to participate in the Group’s evaluation
processes and audits covering quality, safety and sustainability
standards as well as ethical codes of conduct, through
relevant documentation reviews, verification checks and onsite audits, if required.
Periodic evaluation of vendors’ performance is performed by a
committee. Contracted vendors who do not meet the Group’s
performance requirements are subject to corrective actions.
To maintain high standards of workplace safety and health,
Sembcorp Marine requires its resident contractors to have
at least bizSAFE Level 4 certification and externally-audited
safety risk management systems.
Supplier Engagement
Sembcorp Marine partners with its vendors and contractors to
advance shared objectives in enhancing business excellence,
sustainability as well as occupational safety and health. In
addition, the Group actively communicates to suppliers its
corporate governance policies – including its zero-tolerance

For more details on Sembcorp Marine’s environmental
programmes, please refer to pages 120 - 124 of this
Sustainability Report
Sembcorp Marine engaged with vendors in its Global Marine & Offshore
Equipment Partnership Programme to advance shared business objectives
and responsible procurement practices
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stance on bribery and corruption – through briefings,
workshops and other engagement platforms. Sembcorp
Marine’s Code of Business Conduct is also disseminated
to suppliers to ensure their alignment with the Group’s
sustainability and social responsibility practices.

CUSTOMER ALIGNMENT
Sembcorp Marine’s customer alignment approach enables
the Group to develop long-lasting partnerships and shared
values with customers for mutual success and continuous
growth. The Group focuses on forging strong relationships,
reinforcing brand loyalty and building trust.

Forging Strong Relationships
Building Brand Awareness
Sembcorp Marine participates in major trade exhibitions and
marketing road shows to connect with prospects and existing
customers, and to promote the Group’s capabilities and
solutions. These activities effectively enlarge its market reach
and generate business leads.
Seminars on Sembcorp Marine’s new products, such as Green
Technology Retrofit Solutions and Gravifloat LNG terminal
solutions, are conducted regularly to achieve industry visibility
and interest.

In 2017, Sembcorp Marine secured a US$490 million contract
from Statoil Petroleum AS for the turnkey engineering,
procurement and construction of the hull and living quarters
for a newbuild FPSO vessel, as well as a US$145 million
contract for FPSO hull carry-over works from Tupi B.V., a
Petrobras majority-owned consortium.
Currently, Sembcorp Marine is working on several milestone
projects, including the world’s largest semi-submersible
crane vessel for Heerema; a harsh-environment FSO vessel
for MODEC; a Central Processing Facility, Wellhead Platform
and Utilities & Living Quarters Platform Topsides for Maersk
Oil; and two units of proprietary Jurong Espadon III highspecification ultra-deepwater drillships for Transocean. These
mega-scale newbuilding projects are unique to Sembcorp
Marine and represent the Group’s successful diversification
into new markets, supported by enhanced capabilities and
capacities via its flagship Tuas Boulevard Yard.

Connecting with customers globally through overseas trade shows and
engagement platforms

Sembcorp Marine’s contract orders from major energy
and marine companies are an endorsement of the Group’s
offshore construction and engineering expertise and trusted
brand.

Conducting local and overseas seminars on the Group’s green
technologies and environmental solutions for customers and partners

Maersk Oil’s Wellhead Platform topside
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Presenting Sembcorp Marine’s innovative solutions for arctic deployment

Active engagement of customers and partners through networking
functions

Engaging Customers
Sembcorp Marine maintains close communication with its
customers to understand their needs and expectations. To
ensure timely response to any issues or concerns, customers
have 24/7 access to Sembcorp Marine service representatives
throughout the different stages of project execution – from
the initial engineering and procurement phases through to
project execution and final delivery.

that bring in a stable revenue stream for the Group. With
such long-term business relationships, Sembcorp Marine
and its partners also have the opportunity to work closely in
innovating and achieving continuous improvement in ship
repair and upgrading works.

The Group also collaborates with customers to create
and promote shared values in the workplace and in the
community. These joint efforts include teambuilding
activities, workplace safety and health events, innovation
carnivals, best-practice exchanges, networking functions
as well as community initiatives such as the Green Wave
Environmental Care Competition.
Fostering Partnership
Sembcorp Marine maintains strong partnerships with
customers. The Group’s Alliance Agreements and Favoured
Customer Contracts (FCC), which are long-term agreements
with diverse customers for vessel repairs and upgrades, are
testament to the Group’s success in building strong ties
with its partners. Under these agreements, Alliances and
FCC partner vessels trading in the region call exclusively
at Sembcorp Marine’s yards for refitting, refurbishment or
life extension work, where they receive consistently safe,
high quality and timely work. In return, the Group succeeds
in cultivating a steady flow of repair and upgrade projects

Sembcorp Marine executed a total of 390 repair and upgrade
projects in 2017, with work carried out for strategic partners
and regular customers making up 80% of the Group’s repair
and upgrading revenue. Notably, Sembcorp Marine took on
34 LNG ship repair and upgrade projects and refurbished 16
cruise liners. Both these numbers were records for the Group,
reflecting its market leadership in the LNG carrier and cruise
ship repair/refit niche segments.
Sembcorp Marine’s long-term LNG customers include
BP Shipping, Chevron LNG, China LNG Shipping, Exmar
Shipmanagement, Gaslog LNG Services, Northwest Shelf
Shipping Services Company, MOL LNG UK, Teekay, Polar
Tankers and Alaska Tankers. In the cruise ship segment, the
Group has strategic partnerships with Carnival Corporation
and Royal Caribbean Cruises – the world’s top two cruise
companies – as well as Asia’s leading cruise line Star Cruises
and numerous niche-market cruise companies.
In 2017, Sembcorp Marine scored new FCC agreements with
Chevron Shipping USA for repairs of the company’s owned
and managed LNG carriers, as well as with Jo Shipping of
Norway for the servicing of its tanker fleet.
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Favoured Customer Contract (FCC) partner Northwest Shelf Shipping Services Company and Sembcorp Marine teams marking the successful refit of LNG
carrier Northwest Seaeagle

Opening of the Ship Superintending Engineering Centre in Tuas Boulevard
Yard which serves as an office for Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN)
personnel to manage the maintenance and logistics of RSN’s ships
serviced by the Group

The new exclusive FCC partnership with Chevron covers the repairs of its
owned and managed LNG carriers
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HSE considerations are taken into account at all stages of
the Group’s product life cycle management – from design,
engineering and procurement through to production and
delivery. To ensure product safety and reliability, impact
assessments such as HAZID and HAZOP studies are
conducted.

Royal Caribbean International’s Mariner of the Seas revitalisation project at
Tuas Boulevard Yard

Enhancing Customer Satisfaction
Sembcorp Marine actively solicits feedback on its design,
quality and responsiveness, so as to better understand
customers’ needs and preferences, improve its products,
services and processes, and in turn deliver greater customer
satisfaction.
Inputs from customers also help the Group identify new
opportunities for market growth, product expansion as
well as innovation and solutions development to meet the
industry’s evolving needs.
A structured customer feedback system is in place to
regularly collect qualitative and quantitative feedback through
formal surveys and various other engagement platforms.
Reinforcing Brand Loyalty
Sembcorp Marine’s innovative products and solutions meet
high standards of quality, safety and performance. Its proven
execution capabilities as well as on-time and on-budget
delivery track record underpin the Group’s reputation for
excellence in customer experience and satisfaction.
To achieve timely project delivery, Sembcorp Marine carefully
manages its value chain and maintains robust engineering
development and project management processes. The
Group’s global operations are also governed by strict risk
management and HSE policies that facilitate smooth project
execution.

Delivery of Yamal modules

Sembcorp Marine’s operational excellence is supported by
stringent quality, safety and environmental management
system processes. Its compliance regime includes ISO 9000,
OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001, with annual internal audits,
periodic external audits, management reviews and customer
project audits.
Training on HSE procedures is mandatory for all yard
personnel at Sembcorp Marine. Employees and yard visitors
are issued with personal protective equipment and briefed
on safety procedures before accessing the work sites. In all
Sembcorp Marine yards, signs and labels relaying important
safety instructions and information are clearly displayed.
The Group’s incident prevention initiatives, such as hazard
observation system as well as Personal Safety Involvement
and Stop Work Authority programmes, have been wellreceived by customers. These programmes help mitigate HSE
risks by empowering onsite personnel to intervene, report
and prevent potential hazards at work. To ensure emergency
readiness, the yards work closely with customers to jointly
organise regular health, safety, security and environmental
drills. The drill participants include emergency response
teams, medical practitioners, occupational first-aiders and
security personnel.
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Quality and safety validation checks are performed before
project delivery to ensure that Sembcorp Marine’s products
and services fulfil customers’ specifications and relevant
standards required by classification societies, IMO, regulatory
agencies as well as state and port regulations.
In 2017, Sembcorp Marine delivered the Pioneiro de Libra
FPSO conversion for Odebrecht and Teekay; the FSO
Randgrid conversion for Teekay; the Yamal LNG modules
fabrication for Siemens and Yamgaz; and a jack-up to Borr
Drilling, These successful deliveries not only showcase the
Group’s experience and expertise in fulfilling customers’
quality, safety and performance requirements, but also
reaffirm the Group’s reputation for providing innovative, safe
and high-quality products and services.
Building Trust
On top of delivering superior products and services,
Sembcorp Marine upholds high standards of data privacy
protection, business integrity and security to safeguard the
interests of its customers; including their intangible properties
and assets.

Commemorating the naming of FPSO Pioneiro de Libra

The Group complies with Singapore Personal Data Protection
Act and does not use or disclose customers’ data without
consent. Supported by cyber security and data protection
measures, it observes ethical business practices and customer
confidentiality in accordance with the terms of commercial
contracts and agreements.
Strict security measures are also in place to protect
customers’ physical assets.
Sembcorp Marine’s yards comply with the International Ship
and Port Facility Security (ISPS) Code and have stringent
security systems in place, including 24-hour security
surveillance and strict access controls to monitor the entry of
personnel at key locations and work sites. Joint inspections
and emergency drills involving government security
agencies are also regularly conducted in the yards and their
surrounding areas.
In addition, Sembcorp Marine offers customers dedicated
office facilities within the Group’s yards to provide them with
a safe and secure setting for work.

